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Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

 Situating Canadian democracy: historical and comparative 
context

 Identifying “patterns”, similarities and dissimilarities among 
its “peers”

 Why? 

Purpose of this Talk

Allows us to better understand the foundations of 
Canadian democracy, its challenges and prospects



Saving Democracy – Can we? Will we?

A Prologue…

Let’s take a look back!



Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

Historical Origins I: 
The Canadian State as a Product of 19th Century State 
Formation

• Confederation 1864 to 1867
• British North America (BNA) Act
• “Westminster Democracy” and “Dual Federalism”

Prologue



Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

Historical Origins I: 
The Canadian State as a Product of 19th Century State 
Formation

Prologue

US (1789): 
50 states

Australia (1901):
6 states 

(plus territories)

Switzerland (1848): 
26 Cantons 

Germany 
(1871):

25 states

Canada (1867):
10 provinces
(3 territories)

The “classical six”

Austria (1919):
9 Länder)



Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

Historical Origins II: 
Colonialization – Decolonialization – Recolonialization

• Constitutional relationships that preceded the creation of the 
BNA Act: Crown – Colonies – Indigenous Peoples

• Treaties and “treaty federalism”
• Indian Act 1876

Prologue



Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

Historical Origins II: 
Colonialization – Decolonialization – Recolonialization

• “Three pillars”: English Canada, French Canada, and 
Aboriginal Canada

• A multi-national federal democracy

Prologue

“….the existence of nations or peoples preceding Britain’s imperial 
presence in Canada, and Britain’s decision not to attempt a complete 
conquest of these peoples, are the crucial facts about Canada’s 
founding.”



Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

Present and Future Challenges: A Resilient Democracy?

1.) In light of inherent challenges, Canadian democracy has 
turned out to be remarkably resilient

but….

2.) Neither was Confederation a necessary historical outcome, 
nor should the persistence of Canadian democracy be taken for 
granted

Prologue



Canada – A “Federal Democracy”

Present and Future Challenges: A Resilient Democracy?

3.) The proliferation of democracy in the 19th and 20th century 
did not result from an universalist progressive logic towards ever 
more democracy, but from a distinct historical configuration

4.) This historical configuration has changed, with profound 
implications for the future of democracy in Canada as elsewhere

Prologue



Structure

1.) What is Democracy?
2.) Federal Democracy in Canada: Patterns and Tensions
3.) Contemporary and Future Challenges 



1.) What is Democracy?



A rather mundane 
example…..speed limits

What is Democracy?



Abraham Lincoln: 
Democracy as “government of the people, by the 
people, for the people“ (Gettysburg Address 1863)

Input-
Dimension

Throughput-
Dimension

Output-
Dimension

„of and by the
people“

„by the
people“

„for the
people“

 Participation
 Responsiveness 

 Transparency
 Inclusiveness 
 Accountability
 Deliberation

 Effectiveness
 Performance

What is Democracy?



Normative and Historical Benchmarks:

• Democracy as a form of collective self-government, usually organized as 
representative democracy

• Varieties of democracy (e.g. presidential systems, parliamentary systems)
• Historically, democracy has been the ongoing struggle over the extension 

of rights:

 Democracy as a mechanism of protection (property rights, human 
rights etc.): 18./19. century

 Democracy as a mechanism of participation (enfranchisement): 
19./20. century

 Democracy as a mechanism of inclusion (social rights, welfare state): 
20./21 century 

What is Democracy?



Normative and Historical Benchmarks 
Summary:

Two key criteria:

What is Democracy?

1.) All people who are affected by political decisions should have 
meaningful opportunities to participate in decision-making 
processes (“congruence principle”).

2.) All political decisions should be a result of public reasoning 
and be based on justifiable arguments (“deliberative principle”).



2.) Federal Democracy in Canada: 
Patterns and Tensions

a) Democracy



Canada as a „case of“....  A Westminster Democracy

Federal Democracy in Canada

Majoritarian
(Westminster-
style) Democracy

Consensus 
Democracy

• Power-concentration
• Majority rule as dominant principle
• Goal: efficient governments
• Example: UK 

• Power-sharing
• Negotiation as dominant 

principle
• Goal: inclusive governments
• Example: Switzerland

Arend Lijphart

Yale University 
Press 1999



Contrasting Case:
Switzerland: A Consensus Democracy
The Swiss Executive: The Bundesrat (Swiss Federal 
Council)
• 7 members, Grand Coalition (Social Democrats, 

Liberals, Christian Democrats, plus Swiss People’s 
Party) 

• Zauberformel (“Magic formula”): 2:2:2:1

The Swiss Legislature: Bundesversammlung (Federal 
Assembly – bicameral)
• Nationalrat (National Council – proportional 

system)
• Ständerat (Council of States – majority system)

Federalism: requires strong collaboration between 
federal level and the 26 cantons

Members of the Bundesrat 
plus the Bundeskanzler

Federal Democracy in Canada



Federal Democracy in Canada

1. Single party governments – no coalition governments
2. Executive dominates legislative branch (party discipline

strong)
3. Electoral system - plurality vote, aka FPTP
4. „Parliamentary supremacy“ – „a Constitution similar in 

Principle to that of the United Kingdom….” (BNA Act), or 
more precisely: the supremacy of the parliamentary 
majority

Canada as a „case of“....  A Westminster Democracy

 Promotes the concentration of power rather than power-
sharing



Parliamentary 
Sovereignty? Yes 

but…

Authority “migrates” from 
British motherland to 
Ottawa, early 20th century 
and 1982

Federal Democracy in Canada

Treaty rights, Indigenous title 
and commitment to “nation-to-
nation” relationship



Federal Democracy in Canada

Tensions: From „cabinet“ to „prime ministerial 
government“

1999 2001 2019



Federal Democracy in Canada

Lester B. Pearson’s approach:
• About 40 staff members in PMO
• Influential senior advisors without clear 

responsibilities
• Little central oversight, often ad hoc 

decisions
• Accommodative approach towards Quebec: 

negotiation and asymmetrical solutions
• Non-hierarchical

Pierre E. Trudeau’s approach:
• Doubling the PMO’s size
• Professionalization
• Hierarchical decision-making process
• Powerful officials with clear lines of 

responsibility
• Centralizing power in Ottawa, often 

unilateral action to oppose regionalism
• Hostility towards asymmetrical solutions

PM 1963-1968 PM 1968-1979, 
1980-1984

Tensions: From „cabinet“ to „prime ministerial 
government“



Federal Democracy in Canada

Change in style? 
“All Pearson, no Pierre” (Globe and Mail, January 11, 2016):

• Less centralized, more open and collaborative decision-making 
process

• PMO in size: shrunk
• “flat”, non-hierarchical organizational structure
• Roles for senior staff less clear-cut
• More free-flowing working culture
• Re-empowering cabinet

Tensions: From „cabinet“ to „prime ministerial 
government“



Federal Democracy in Canada

Change in style? But….

October 25, 2017 
Trudeau PMO tightening control over ministerial staffing, 
‘identical’ to Harper approach, says ex-Liberal MP

Tensions: From „cabinet“ to „prime ministerial 
government“



2.) Federal Democracy in Canada: 
Patterns and Tensions

b) Federalism



Canada as a „case of“....  Dual Federalism 

Federal Democracy in Canada

1.) A „dual“ and „exclusive“ allocation of powers (secs. 91 and 92), but: 
„watertight compartments“?

2.) Residual powers: peace, order and good governance clause; federal 
spending power; provinces: Sec 92 (13): property and civil rights

3.) Intergovernmental relations – weak institutionalization, opens the door
to both, cooperation and unilateralism

4.) Regional/provincial representation in federal decision-making – almost
non-existent

 Power concentration: Westminster democracy (esp. parliamentary 
supremacy) and federalism have reinforced each other!



Canada as a „case of“....  Dual Federalism

Contrasting Case: Germany – 16 Länder

Federal Democracy in Canada

• Highly institutionalized, dense system of 
intergovernmental coordination

• most important peak organization: 
Ministerpräsidentenkonferenz (Conference of 
Minister Presidents, MPK)

• dominant mode: joint-decision making
• Bundesrat (Second Chamber): strong, composed 

of Land governments

 Power sharing rather than concentration of power



Tensions

Federal Democracy in Canada

Another “New” Federalism in Canada?

Source: Canadian 
Press/National Post

“The challenges we face as a country require a true partnership between the 
federal government and the provinces and territories, which can only be 
achieved by sitting down together and engaging in an open and continuous 
dialogue. I have the deepest respect for our Premiers, and for the knowledge 
and range of perspectives they bring to the table. …I look forward to regular 
collaboration on a range of issues important to Canadians.”

Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada - See more at: http://pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2015/11/23/prime-minister-hosts-first-
ministers-meeting#sthash.IHr4pTHr.dpuf



Tensions

Federal Democracy in Canada

Yes, but….

Source: Canadian 
Press/National Post

“I cannot believe that while the country’s environment 
ministers were meeting on a so-called collaborative climate 
change plan, the prime minister stood in the House of 
Commons and announced a carbon tax unilaterally” […]

“The level of disrespect shown by the prime minister and his 
government today is stunning” […]

“This is a betrayal of the statements made by the prime 
minister in Vancouver in March.” 

Source: National 
Newswatch

Brad Wall, October 3, 2016, on Global News



What happened?

Source: Canadian 
Press/National Post

Cooperation

Vancouver Declaration on Clean Growth and Climate Change (March 3, 2016)
“In the spirit of cooperation and collaboration, we met today to discuss the 

economy and actions to address climate change and agreed on immediate work to 
support growth and create new jobs….”

Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change 
(December 9, 2016) 

Unilateralism

Federal Democracy in Canada



Source: Canadian 
Press/National Post

Unilateralism

• Federal govt. announces national carbon tax in case of non-compliance
• Saskatchewan does not ratify the framework agreement
• Alberta withdraws from the agreement in 2018
• Ontario scraps cap-and-trade system and Ontario Green Energy Act 
• Ontario threatens to walk out of First Ministers’ Meeting in December 2018

A typical pattern in Canadian federalism: 

The federal “shadow of hierarchy” versus provincial “exit” !

What happened?

Federal Democracy in Canada



Summary: Power concentration rather than power-sharing

Federal Democracy in Canada

Advantages
1.) Facilitates swift action, provides governments with a mandate (federal and 
provincial level) 

2.) Avoids cumbersome negotiations and lowest common denominator decisions 
in intergovernmental arena (e.g. Germany – “joint-decision making trap”)

Example: COVID-19 Response before Omicron, esp. in Atlantic provinces

Disadvantages
3.) Encourages unilateralism and “encroachment”

4.) Encourages policy reversals, an impediment for long-term reforms
Example: Canada’s flawed response to climate change



3.) Contemporary and Future Challenges 



The Comparative Context: Democratic Backsliding

Challenges

Number of countries 
that reveal a….

…modest (light grey) or

… strong (dark grey) 
decline of indicators
that measure the quality 
of liberal democracy 
over a five-year period

Source: Schäfer, A./Zürn, M. 
2021: Die demokratische
Regression. Frankfurt



The Comparative Context: Democratic Backsliding

Challenges

• „Waves of democracy“ (S. Huntington) vs
„democratic backsliding“ 

• Internationally: „success“ of authoritarian
regimes as alternatives to democracy

• Domestically: Rise of (authoritarian) populism
• Ambivalent role of federalism: authoritarian

„enclaves“ or „laboratories of democracy“?



The Comparative Context: Democratic Backsliding

Challenges

Making sense….Explanations:

1) „Cultural backlash“
2) Socio-economic: Losers of globalization
3) Real representation gaps in affluent, advanced

democracies (Schäfer and Zürn 2021)

“The flaw in the pluralist heaven is that the 
heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class 
accent.” Elmer E. Schattschneider (1960)



The Comparative Context: Democratic Backsliding

Challenges

Making sense….Explanations:

A twofold process of alienation:

a) A real, growing gap between the practice of democracy
and the ideal of democratic self-government (see: 
„Governing from the Centre“)

b) A growing aversion among a certain part of the
population: „exit“ from established practises of 
democratic processes – they do no longer see them as
responsive (perceived or real lack of representation)



Exit and Voice: Two Possible Responses to Decline of Loyalty 
in Firms, Organizations and States

• Exit: withdraw from the relationship

• Voice: improve relationship through communication of 
complaint, grievance and demand for change

1970

Challenges

Policy Options, February 18, 
2022, by J. Wesley and R. 
Reist



The Canadian Context:

Challenges

Not an entirely new phenomenon when it comes to regional 
representation….

Richard Simeon Opening Statement to the Special 
Committee on the Constitution in 1978:

“…national political institutions are unable to 
serve as the central arena for reconciling 
regional and national interests. I do not 
believe these failures are the effects of any 
one government or party. They are built into 
the system.”

Preston Manning in the aftermath 
of the 2011 General Federal 
Election:

“Thank you, people of the West! 
Thank you, Canada! The West is 
In!”



The Canadian Context:

Challenges

Not an entirely new phenomenon when it comes to regional 
representation….

“We’re really starting to feel the differences 
between Saskatchewan and where our 
federal government is heading, is we’re 
actually, at this point in time … more like a 
nation within Canada.”



The Canadian Context:

Challenges

….and Indigenous rights

1990 Oka 
Crisis 2012

1969



The Canadian Context:

Challenges

But: Canada is not isolated from broader historical trends:  

• Democracy historically a struggle over the 
extension of rights (political, social, cultural etc.)

• Current context: climate change, pandemic, 
systemic racism, equity, reconciliation

• Historical inflection point, ongoing crisis mode
• Polarization and threat of tribalism on all levels of 

government (see also: WRDSB)
• Huge challenge: counteracting, containing self-

perpetuating polarizing dynamics



Concluding Remark

Canadian democracy….

• has deep historical roots that precede the creation of the modern 
Canadian state in 1867

• has been in an ongoing process of democratization – democracy as 
a struggle over the extension of rights

• depends on conditions that it cannot entirely produce on its own, 
i.e.: a general, affirmative consensus shared among citizens and 
elites

• is much more complex than is often thought or portrayed in the 
media (see debate(s) about speed limits or the “taxpayer” rather 
than the “citizen”)

• should not, by any means, be taken for granted!



Jörg Broschek

Associate Professor and Canada Research Chair in Comparative Federalism and 
Multilevel Governance

Wilfrid Laurier University

Department of Political Science

Email: jbroschek@wlu.ca Website:    https://broschek.ca/

Thank You!

mailto:jbroschek@wlu.ca
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